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Abstract. This paper introduces a new technique for prefetching web
content by learning the access patterns of individual users. The pre-
diction scheme for prefetching is based on a learning algorithm, called
Fuzzy-LZ, which mines the history of user access and identifies patterns
of recurring accesses. This algorithm is evaluated analytically via a metric
called learnability and validated experimentally by correlating learnabil-
ity with prediction accuracy. A web prefetching system that incorporates
Fuzzy-LZ is described and evaluated. Our experiments demonstrate that
Fuzzy-LZ prefetching provides a gain of 41.5 % in cache hit rate over
pure caching. This gain is highest for those users who are neither highly
predictable nor highly random, which turns out to be the vast majority
of users in our workload. The overhead of our prefetching technique for
a typical user is 2.4 prefetched pages per user request.

1 Introduction

Large user perceived latency is a major problem in today’s World Wide Web.
Many factors contribute to this problem, including transmission latency, DNS
name server lookups, TCP connection establishment, and start of session delays
at the HTTP servers [3]. Conventional web caching techniques attempt to ad-
dress part of this problem by temporarily storing recently accessed web content
close to the user, on the client device or on a proxy server. These techniques work
well when content is reused several times, potentially by several users. However,
caching may not reduce latency when there is poor locality of reference and
access to dynamic and personalized content.

A complementary approach to reducing latency is to effectively predict user
access behavior and use this knowledge to prefetch content close to the user.
Several research efforts [7,2,6] have studied aspects of prediction and prefetching.
These efforts have focused on using the structure and relationship of content to
predict user access behavior, and are described in detail in Section 2.

In this paper, we present a novel approach to prefetching that predicts fu-
ture accesses by learning the usage patterns of individual users. The prediction
algorithm mines access logs collected at or near the user. This allows us to focus
on the access behavior of individual users rather than on the structure of con-
tent at any one Web server. The patterns generated by this technique capture a
user’s access behavior across multiple Web content servers. These patterns are
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used to predict future accesses and to prefetch content to a caching proxy close
to the user. The major advantages of this approach are: (1) since we identify
patterns about individual users, we can provide differentiated services on a per-
user basis, and (2) this is an intermediary-based approach that does not require
modifications to the web server and is transparent to content providers.

Our prediction algorithm uses a new learning technique, called Fuzzy-LZ.
This technique is an extension of the Lempel-Ziv compression algorithm [31].
Through analytical and experimental evaluation, we show that the predictive
capability of this learning technique is proportional to the amount of randomness
(which we term learnability) in the user’s access behavior. We also evaluate the
benefit of this learning technique when it is embedded within a web content
prefetching test bed.

The following are the key contributions of this paper:

– Fuzzy-LZ learning technique: We propose a new learning technique for pre-
dicting individual user access patterns taking into account the fact that
users access similar but not necessarily identical Web URLs1. We evaluate
the effectiveness of this technique both analytically and experimentally, and
show that the prediction accuracy of this technique is proportional to the
randomness of a user’s access behavior.

– Learnability metric: From complexity measures, we derive a metric called
learnability which measures the randomness of the access behavior of an in-
dividual. This metric enables us to analytically estimate the accuracy with
which a user’s access behavior can be predicted. We studied a large popu-
lation of users and found that the access behavior of most users was highly
learnable (more than 80% of the users have a learnability measure between
0.65 and 0.85, on a scale of 0 to 1).

– Prefetching system architecture and evaluation. We evaluate the learning
technique within an experimental web content prefetching system test bed.
This test bed models a production enterprise proxy server by replaying the
HTTP traffic over a specific time interval. For this workload, we obtained a
gain of up to 41.5 % in cache hits over pure caching. The overhead of our
prefetching technique for a typical user is only 2.4 pages per user request.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed
account of related work in this area. Section 3 describes our Fuzzy-LZ technique
for predicting user access behavior, by providing the background necessary to
understand the LZ parsing algorithm. Section 3.2 then evaluates the Fuzzy-LZ
algorithm, by first definining the learnability metric and then by correlating the
Fuzzy-LZ prediction accuracy with learnability. Section 4 describes our evalu-
ation of a content prefetching system testbed that incorporates the Fuzzy-LZ
technique and describes the experimental results. Section 5 points to some open
issues and concludes.
1 For example, all the news stories related to the Kenyan election on Dec 29th could

have similar but not identical URLs on a news web site. This group of similar URLs
is treated as a single unit. See Section 3 for details.
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2 Related Work

Research related to this work falls into three categories: sequential prediction,
web usage mining and prefetching. In this section, we survey the state of the art
in each of these fields.

2.1 Sequential Prediction

Our work is built on the theoretical foundations of mature research fields of
sequential prediction, information and rate distortion theories. Sequential pre-
diction has developed techniques that predict the next event from a time ordered
sequence of events. The work of Lempel and Ziv [12,31] on complexity and com-
pression of finite sequences produced the LZ algorithm that can be considered
a corner stone of this field. Feder et. al. [8] have shown that Lempel and Ziv’s
work can be used to design efficient and optimal finite state sequential predic-
tors. Inspired by these results, Kumar et. al. [5] used the LZ algorithm to predict
the location of a user in a home. Vitter and Krishnan [23] have investigated the
use of the LZ algorithm for prefetching from a theoretical perspective. Lossy
extensions of the LZ algorithm have been made in [16] for data compression
purposes, with interesting links to rate distortion theory [4]. To the best of our
knowledge, no one has applied such Lossy compression techniques to machine
learning problems in general. Lossless compression algorithms have been suc-
cessfully applied to a variety of machine learning problems. The links between
learning and compression are not accidental. In fact, William of Ockham was
the first one to state in the 14th century that the simplest explanations for arbi-
trary phenomena are always the most reliable. This principle, called the Occam
razor principle has been widely applied in machine learning where simplicity is
synonymous to conciseness [21].

2.2 Web Usage Mining

Srivastava et. al. [24] define Web Usage Mining as the application of data mining
techniques to discover usage patterns from Web data, in order to understand and
better serve the needs of Web-based applications. These applications include
personalization, site modification, business intelligence, usage characterization,
and site improvement applications. Several machine learning techniques have
been successfully adapted for general applications. Most of these techniques have
been applied to web server logs as opposed to proxy logs (see Section2.3 for the
benefits and drawbacks). A notable exception is the work of Kerkhofs et. al. [15]
that mines proxy log data. The authors attempt to find association rules [17]
between the host parts of URLs to learn user browsing behaviors however they
do not apply their technique to prefetching issues.

2.3 Prefetching

Prefetching has garnered a great deal of recent attention as a possible solution
for reducing latency and bandwidth consumption on the web. In this section we
survey the main theoretical and practical results in this area.
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Jiang and Kleinrock [9] have studied the effect that prefetching has on net-
work traffic from a queuing theoretical perspective. The main contribution of
their work is the definition of a threshold on the likelihood that a document will
be requested by a client. They show that prefetching documents with a likelihood
below this threshold degrades the delivery performance of the network.

The Web Collector [27] and PeakJet2000 [18] (a commercial product) are
systems that perform prefetching into a local cache based on the hypertext links
of the previously downloaded pages. The drawback of this approach is the addi-
tional bandwidth load that their system imposes on the network. They improve
their cache hit rate from 38.5% to 64.4% by prefetching 10 requests for every
request made by the client [27]. Unfortunately, the traffic on the network triples.
Our approach addresses this problem by reducing the number of prefetched pages
based on information learned from access logs. We only prefetch an average of
2.4 extra pages for each request made by the typical web user and much less for
highly predictable users and users with random patterns.

Duchamps [7] and Bestavros [1] separately propose keeping statistics on the
“relatedness” of web pages and their embedded links, and use these statistics
to make decisions on prefetching. This approach manages to ensure that 62.5%
of prefetched pages are eventually used [7] but it completely ignores patterns
across different hosts. For instance, this approach is unable to learn that re-
quests to www.cnn.com and www.abc.com are correlated for a given user. Our
approach complements Duchamps work and does not limit itself to predict only
the accesses available via hyperlinks from the current page.

Davison [6] has proposed a technique that predicts a user’s next web request
by analyzing the content of the pages recently requested by the user. By prefetch-
ing the top 5 URLs predicted by this system, he shows a hit rate improvement
over caching of up to 40% for an infinite cache. However, this approach adds a
significant computational load on proxies supporting this scheme. Our approach
is not as computationaly intensive and prefetches less objects per client request
to get similar hit rate improvements.

Yang et. al. [29] have developed a prefetching technique that constructs as-
sociation rules from web logs by building an n-gram model to predict future
requests. They have reported improvements of 6% in fractional latency2 with
the addition of their prefetching module. Palpanas et. al. [20] also proposed a
prefetching algorithm based on partial match prediction. Their simulations show
that this technique is able to predict up to 23% of user’s next web request but
it has not been deployed on a real prefetching system.

Both Palpanas et. al. and Yang et. al. perform their mining on Web server
logs, whereas we mine proxy server logs. The advantages of mining a proxy
server log are: (1) Access patterns across multiple servers can be mined, and (2)
to be deployed, the prefetching solution does not require any modifications to
the origin servers. However, proxy server logs are more difficult to mine simply
because there is much more variability in the requests made by a given user.
Despite this, our approach yields a higher prediction accuracy on proxy logs.
2 In [29] the authors define the fractional latency as the ratio of between the observed

latency with a caching system and the observed latency without a caching system.
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The work of Cohen et. al. [2] presents a different approach to prefetching.
They propose a technique that aggregates pages at the web server into groups
that they call volumes. In their approach, when a request is processed at the
Web server, the Web server serves the request and pushes the entire volume
containing the request. Clearly, in order to be widely deployed this approach
requires a special protocol between Web servers and proxies for the distribution
of volumes. Our approach operates exclusively at the client proxy and is easier
to deploy.

Cohen and Kaplan [3] have shown that DNS query time, TCP connection
establishment delays and start of session delays at HTTP servers are major
causes of large latency. They propose methods for resolving DNS queries and
opening up HTTP connections to content servers in anticipation of use. While
their work does not predict the next URLs that a user will access, it complements
our approach.

3 Predicting User Access Patterns

At the heart of all prefetching middleware lies a mechanism that infers the
content that should be fetched in anticipation of its use. Such inferences can
either be informative or speculative. In the former case, inferences are explicitly
given to the middleware by an expert. In the latter case, inferences are derived by
the middleware from historical data. In this section we focus on the problem of
inferencing patterns from historical web usage data, for individual users, in order
to learn their web browsing behavior and guide the prefetching middleware in
the selection of content to prefetch. We call this problem the web usage prediction
problem.

We cast this problem as a sequential prediction problem where we attempt
to design predictors able to forecast the next URL that a user might access from
the set of past URLs that this user has already accessed. Accordingly, inputs to
these predictors are time ordered sequences of URLs that have previously been
requested by the user. In our experiments, these inputs are obtained from an
enterprise proxy server that stores access logs in the NCSA Common Log File
Format [14]. We sought to develop an inferencing technique with the following
properties:

1. The learning technique ought to be incremental and suitable for online learn-
ing, allowing the system to respond in real time to changes in user behavior.

2. The learning technique must be universal. By universal, we mean that it
should be able to unconditionally track any user behavior. In practice, it
should be able to track patterns of users without any knowledge of char-
acteristics of individual users. With this property, we can deploy the same
algorithm to a large set of users without having to statistically estimate the
behavior of each individual user.

3. The learning technique must be well understood. This property allows us to
extensively study the performance of the technique, investigate its optimality
and understand its limitations.
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4. The learning technique must be able to ignore small differences between
similar URLs. This property is crucial for the mining of arbitrary URLs
and differentiates this problem from many sequential prediction problems.
Indeed, a large portion of URLs on the web are dynamic. The structure of
many web sites like www.cnn.com evolves constantly. While a user might
always access international news from this site on a daily basis, this user
may not access the same URL more than once, simply because news stories
are dynamic. Nevertheless, it is clear that the fact that this user periodically
accesses the international section of this news site defines a pattern that
should be identified by our predictors.

The desired output of the learning technique is a set of patterns of the form:

Condition → Action

The condition is a trigger that defines the state in which a user must be for
the pattern to be activated. In this work, the condition is an ordered sequence
of URLs representing the last sites visited by the user. The action part of the
pattern is a set of URLs. It represents the output of the prediction when the
corresponding pattern is activated. In the rest of this section, we propose a novel
technique to derive such patterns from user web logs for the web usage prediction
problem.

3.1 The Fuzzy LZ Learning Technique

Sequential prediction problems have been addressed extensively in the literature
and in particular in [8] from an information theoretical angle. One of the key
results of this work is a proof of the efficiency of the well known Lempel-Ziv
[12] parsing scheme for universal sequential prediction. It is shown in [8] that
this parsing scheme can be used to design finite state predictors that are asymp-
totically optimal. Inspired by these strong results, we adapt and extend the LZ
parsing scheme to solve the web usage prediction problem.

To formalize the problem, we follow [8]. We define U as an infinite sequence
representing the sequence of URLs requested by a user. Elements of this sequence
belong to Ω, the set of all URL visited. These elements are indexed with discrete
time values: U = · · · , u−2, u−1, u0, u1, u2, · · ·. Observations of U are subsequences
of U denoted U j

i where i is the index of the first URL and j the index of the last.
Fix the current time at n and imagine an observer that has sequentially received
an arbitrary sequence of t URLs Un

n−t+1 = un−t+1, · · · , un−1, un, and wishing
to predict the next URL un+1. Our goal is to design a family of predictors
{P t},−∞ < t < +∞ performing such predictions with a minimal amount of
prediction errors. {P t} is a family of functions P t : Ωt → Ω, where Ωt is the
t-fold Cartesian product of Ω. The performance of each predictor is measured by
its accuracy, which is its ability to correctly predict un+1 from the past. Let Ak

{P t}
be the accuracy of the entire family {P t} over the next k observations of URLs
from the current time n. Ak

{P t} is equal to the fraction of correct predictions
obtained during the testing phase of the learning process.
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Ak
{P t} =

∑k
i=0 1(un+i+1 = P t+i(Un+i

n−t+1))
k

where 1(·) is the identity function3. Our goal can be translated into a quest for
a family of predictors {P t} that maximizes Ak

{P t}.

Original Incremental Lempel-Ziv Parsing. The Lempel-Ziv (LZ) parsing
algorithm was introduced in 1976 in [12]. Soon after, the authors used it to design
a universal compression technique [31] that became the standard algorithm for
electronic file compression. The success of this algorithm is primarily due to its
efficiency, its speed and its incremental nature. To describe how the algorithm
works, consider the following example where we attempt to parse the following
input sequence of URLs:

U9
0 = a, b, c, a, c, b, b, a, c, b

where a, b, and c represent distinct URLs. The LZ algorithm parses this sequence
into strings that have not appeared so far. For example, the input sequence U9

0
is parsed as :

Ũ5
0 = a, b, c, ac, bb, acb,

Note that the main difference between U9
0 and Ũ5

0 is the position of the comas.
While elements of U9

0 are URLs, elements of Ũ5
0 are now sequences of URLs. The

key point to remember is that after every coma in Ũ5
0 the algorithm identifies

the shortest string that has not been identified before in the parsing.
The LZ parsing has two important properties that allows us to use it for

sequential learning problems:

1. As pointed out in [8], this parsing can be modeled as a process of growing
a tree, where each new string is represented by a path in the tree. Such
trees summarize the subset of all recurrent patterns that were identified by
the LZ sequential parsing. Referring back to our desired output, any node
in the tree represents the action part of a pattern and the list of ancestors
of this node represents the condition part of the pattern. This ancestor list
defines the state in which the user is believed to be before accessing the
URL represented in the actual node. An example of tree obtained with this
algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

2. This parsing can be used to design a family of optimal predictors. The derived
trees do not track all the patterns present in the input sequences. Instead,
they focus only on the ones with high probabilities. The patterns that are
dropped have negligible probability of occurrence. For a formalization of the
performance of this technique, please refer to [12,31,4,8].

The LZ parsing has the first three of the four criteria required for our learning
solution as described in Section 3. The algorithm is incremental and suitable for
online learning problems. It is well understood and has been studied extensively
3 1(X) = 1 if X is true. Otherwise, 1(X) = 0.
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ROOT

www.ibm.com, mail.yahoo.com, www.abc.com, www.cnn.com, www.yahoo.com

www.ibm.com mail.yahoo.com www.yahoo.comwww.abc.com www.cnn.com

mail.yahoo.com www.cnn.com

Input Sequence:      www.ibm.com, mail.yahoo.com, www.abc.com, www.cnn.com, www.yahoo.com

Fig. 1. Output of the original Lempel Ziv parsing algorithm

in the literature [4]. The technique is also universal. But it does not address the
fourth criterion, namely the tolerance to small differences between URLs. In the
next section, we extend this technique to address this fourth criterion.

Fuzzy-LZ: Fuzzy Extension of the LZ Parsing. While most sequential
prediction schemes can be formulated from an information theoretical angle, the
problem of mining web usage has a key characteristic that differentiates it from
a typical sequential prediction problem. The URL sequence to predict typically
evolves with time. As mentioned earlier, the structure of many web sites evolves
constantly.

To address this problem, we have extended the LZ parsing scheme by allowing
it to make approximate predictions. The main idea is to ignore the small vari-
ations in the structure of the URLs composing the input sequence. In essence,
we group similar URLs into clusters. Instead of predicting individual URLs, we
predict clusters of URLs. As a result, our predictors Pt output sets of URLs
instead of individual URLs and the prediction accuracy Ak

{P t} becomes:

Ak
{P t} =

∑k
i=0 1(un+i+1 ∈ P t+i(Un+i

n−t+1))
k

To find such predictors, we first define a semantic distance metric on the space
of all possible URLs. Like any other distance metric, this metric quantifies the
similarities between elements of its space. This metric is essentially computed by
matching the different parts of URLs. Similarities between server names s1 and s2
are measured from the index of the last mismatch in their string representation,
starting from the end of the strings. We start from the end of the strings because
server names become more and more specific as we move from the end of the
string to its beginning. Let îs1,s2 denote the index of the last mismatch between
s1 and s2. Then the distance between s1 and s2 that we denote dserver(s1, s2) is
given by:

dserver(s1, s2) =
max{l(s1), l(s2)} − îs1,s2

max{l(s1), l(s2)} ,
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l(·) being the length function that returns the length of its string argument. To
illustrate this, let s1 = www.yahoo.com and s2 = mail.yahoo.com. The index of
the first mismatch starting from the end of the strings is 11 where the letters l
and w do not match. Since l(s2) > l(s1), dserver(s1, s2) = l(s2)−11

l(s2)
= 3

14 .
Similarities between the path part of URLs are computed in a similar fashion.

Let p1 and p2 be two valid path names. Let ĵp1,p2 denote the index of their
first mismatch this time. Then the distance between p1 and p2 that we denote
dpath(p1, p2) is given by:

dpath(p1, p2) =
max{l(p1), l(p2)} − ĵp1,p2

max{l(p1), l(p2)} ,

To illustrate this, let:
p1 = /doc/papers/03infocom.tex and p2 = /doc/papers/2003middleware.tex.
The index of the first mismatch is 12, where the characters 0 and 2 do not
match. Since l(p2) > l(p1), dpath(p1, p2) = l(p2)−12

l(p2)
= 29−12

29 = 17
29 .

Definition 1. Let ui, uj be a pair of URLs. Let sui , pui , qui denote4 respectively
the server name part, the path part and the query part of the URL ui. We define
the semantic distance between ua and ub as a real number dURL(ua, ub) equal to:

dURL(ua, ub) = wsdserver(sua , sub
) + wpdpath(pua , pub

) + wqdpath(qua , qub
)

where ws and wp and wq are real coefficients.

dURL(·, ·) is a distance metric5. It always returns a positive real number. This
number measures how similar the arguments of dURL(·, ·) are. The different
weights ws, wp and wq can be used to weigh the importance of the similarities
between different parts of the URL. For the web usage prediction problem, we
set ws to 10, wp to 1 and wq to zero.

Using dURL(·, ·), we have extended the LZ parsing scheme by adding fuzzy-
ness in the derivation of the trees. To do this, we define a URL sphere of radius
D, S(ui, D), as the set of all URLs that are within D of ui according to dURL(·, ·).
Instead of following the LZ parsing scheme that finds the shortest substring that
has not been identified yet, the key aspect of our proposed parsing is to find the
shortest substring of spheres of radius D, that has not been identified yet, D
being a parameter of the algorithm. These spheres are dynamically generated as
new URLs from the input sequence of URLs are read.
4 There are more fields present in general URLs. To keep the discussion short, we

focus only on the server name, the path and the query string but this definition can
easily be extended to all parts of any well formed URL.

5 To prove this statement, we would have to show that for any URLs ua, ub, and uc,
dURL(ua, ub) ≥ 0, dURL(ua, ub) = 0 iff ua = ub, dURL(ua, ub) = dURL(ub, ua) and
finally that dURL(ua, uc) ≤ dURL(ua, ub)+dURL(ub, uc). The proofs of each of these
assertions are trivial, except for the last one, the triangular inequality. An easy way
to prove it is to leverage the fact that the length of a match between two URLs is
always larger than the length of the match between any of their prefix.
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www.ibm.com, mail.yahoo.com, www.abc.com, www.cnn.com, www.yahoo.com

ROOT

www.ibm.com www.cnn.com

www.yahoo.com

mail.yahoo.com
www.yahoo.com

www.abc.com

www.ibm.com www.abc.com

Input Sequence:      www.ibm.com, mail.yahoo.com, www.abc.com, www.cnn.com, www.yahoo.com,

Fig. 2. Output of the Fuzzy-LZ Lempel Ziv parsing algorithm

An example of a tree obtained from this procedure is shown in Figure 2. D
was set to 4/14 for this example. In contrast with Figure 1, the nodes of the tree
shown in Figure 2 are clusters of URLs. In general, as the length of the input
sequence increases, the number of nodes generated with the Fuzzy-LZ parsing
technique is well below the number of nodes generated by the LZ technique.
Hence, Fuzzy-LZ generates less patterns with higher accuracy but the price to
pay for this accuracy improvement is the distortion introduced by the clusters.

3.2 Evaluation of Fuzzy-LZ

We have implemented Fuzzy-LZ and performed an extensive number of experi-
ments to evaluate its effectiveness. A key index of the performance of a learning
scheme is its prediction accuracy Ak

{P t}. It is equal to the total number of cor-
rect URL predictions divided by the total number of requests made by the user.
While the prediction accuracy might give an absolute view of the ability of the
algorithm to make inferences, it does not take into account the characteristics of
input sequences from which patterns are extracted. Indeed, regardless of the effi-
ciency of our predictors, the accuracy of the end results of the predictions made
is always bounded by the amount of patterns contained in the input sequence.
In what follows, we quantify this amount with the concept of learnability. We
define learnability and investigate its correlation with the prediction accuracy.

Analytical Evaluation: Learnability. The learnability of a sequence Un
1 is a

real number assessing how difficult it is to predict Un
1 . This number is obtained

by comparing the number of patterns identified in Un
1 to the number of patterns

that would be present in a random sequence with length equal to the length of
Un

1 . For example the periodic sequence a, b, c, a, b, c, a, b, c, · · · has a high value of
learnability while most sequences obtained by a random generator would have
very low values of learnability. This notion is similar to the notion of complexity
of a sequence [13,8,12].

Definition 2. Let cUn
1 denote the number of strings generated by the Fuzzy-LZ

parsing of sequence Un
1 of n URLs. Then the learnability of Un

1 that we denote
L(Un

1 ) is defined as:
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Fig. 3. Learnability probability density function. The mean and variance are respec-
tively 0.7397 and 0.0084. The Laplacian density is obtained from these values

L(Un
1 ) = 1 − cUn

1 log2 cUn
1 + cUn

1

log2 ηUn
1

, (1)

ηUn
1

denoting the number of different URLs appearing at least once in Un
1 .

Intuitively, L(Un
1 ) measures the amount of randomness in Un

1 . To see this, note
that cUn

1 log2 cUn
1 + cUn

1 is equal6 to the number of bits required to represent
the sphere that contains Un

1 while log2 ηUn
1

is the number of bits required to
represent a random sequence of n URLs picked from the set of all URLs that

appeared at least once in Un
1 . The ratio c

Un
1 log2 c

Un
1 +c

Un
1

log2 ηUn
1

is a compression ratio.

Since this ratio is low for compressible sequences and high for random sequences,
L(·) is high for compressible sequences and low for random sequences. Following
the Occam Razor principle, we assume that sequences with low learnability are
difficult to predict (see Section 2.1).

We have measured the learnablity for a large amount of log data containing
the actions of 623 users. The resulting probability density function is shown in
Figure 3. The shape of the density is Laplacian with mean 0.7397 and variance
0.0084. Figure 3 shows the distribution of learnability measured on the training
set for all these users.

Experimental Results: Prediction Accuracy. From the probability density
in Figure 3, we have identified 10 users spanning a range of learnability from
0.45 to 0.85. Our training set is composed of the actions of these users in a time
period that starts on August 12 2002 at 12:00 AM and ends on August 15 2002
at 01:59 PM. Our testing set contains the actions that the same users made in
a time period that starts on August 15 at 2:00 PM and ends August 16 at 11:59
PM. Using the testing set, we have evaluated the accuracy of the predictions for
6 Please see [4] for a formal derivation of this result in a lossless setting.
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Fig. 4. Learning Effectiveness as a function of learnability

each of these 10 users by counting the number of correct predictions divided by
the total number of requests made.

prediction accuracy = pa =
total number of correct predictions

total number of requests

We also measured the number of times that the predictor made an erroneous
prediction. The rate at which such errors are made is called the rate of false
alarms:

rate of false alarms = pfa
= 1 − number of correct prefetch

total number of prefetch

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the prediction accuracy and the learn-
ability. It also shows the relationship between the percentage of false alarms and
the learnability. We notice that as the learnability increases, users become more
predictable and the prediction accuracy increases while the percentage of false
alarms decreases.

4 System Deployment on Experimental Test Bed

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Fuzzy-LZ, we have implemented the ap-
proach and deployed it on a system modeled after a real production enterprise
proxy. The results presented here focus on the improvement in response time
that Fuzzy-LZ is capable of providing for individual users. We compare these re-
sults with the results we obtained by using existing, start-of-the-art prefetching
algorithms whose cache management is based on optimizing aggregate measures
obtained for the set of all clients. We begin by describing our approach to de-
signing an experimental test bed that models a production Internet proxy and
then present the results obtained from our experiments.
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Fig. 5. Experimental test bed

4.1 Experimental Design

The testing environment consisted of four heterogeneous machines: a web server,
a WAN emulator, a web proxy and one client machine (Figure 5). The proxy
machine was an IBM Intellistation M Pro consisting of a 1.7 GHz CPU with
512 MB RAM. The server machine was an IBM NetVista consisting of a 1.8
GHz CPU with 512 RAM. The WAN emulator was an IBM Intellistation M Pro
consisting of a 400 MHz CPU with 128 MB RAM and an IBM thinkpad 770ED
consisting of a 266 MHz CPU with 96 MB RAM was used as the client machine.
Both client and server machines ran RedHat 7.3, while the proxy ran Windows
2000 and the WAN emulator ran FreeBSD 4.6. Each computer had an 100/10
Mbps ethernet adapter and the three switches in Figure 5 were 100 Mbps fast
ethernet switches from NetGear; switch A and B were model FS105 and switch
C was a model FS108.

The WAN emulator software used was DummyNet [22], a flexible and com-
monly used FreeBSD tool. The WAN emulator simulated network environments
with different network latencies. For our tests, we set the average round trip time
to 200 ms. The latest stable version of the Apache HTTP server, V1.3.20, was
executing on the server machine and was configured to run 255 daemons. The
proxy machine was also running a version of Apache for Windows 2000, V1.3.26.

Although our test facilities hardware does not necessarily match that of our
Internet proxy, we were able to develop traffic patterns in our testing environ-
ment that matched those observed by the production proxy server. Specifically,
we created a file system on our backend web server that was a shadow of the file
set requested at the production proxy server. We also created a traffic generator
that created client loads based on the loads observed in the web log files at the
production proxy server. The process for achieving this is outlined as a series of
tasks in Figure 6.

Step 1: We downloaded the set of web logs from the production proxy server
that were collected during the week of August 12 to 16, 2002. This set of five
files contained a total of 4,109,814 web log entries in NCSA CLF format.
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Fig. 6. Web log transformation

Step 2: Using a simple java program, we parsed and split the five log files into
3818 individual log files. Each individual log file contained all the URL requests
originating from a specific client IP address7. As shown in Figure 6, the individual
log files were named after the associated client IP address.

Step 3: Each individual log file was then sorted in ascending order by the log
entry timestamp.

Step 4: By parsing all the individual log files we were able to create a file con-
taining a list of unique file names that correspond to each unique URL. Since
URL’s contain characters that cannot appear in a file name or path, this step re-
quires some transformation on the URL (ie. ’%’, ’#’, etc). We sought to develop
a file system whose paths and filenames were as close as possible to the paths
and filenames given in the requested URLs. In most cases, this meant we simply
replaced invalid characters with a valid character. Some URLs were longer than
the maximum allowed length of a path and filename on the file system; in these
cases, we simply truncated the path and name.

Step 5: We replicated the file system specified in Content List on the testbed
backend web server. Each file in the content list was reproduced in both size
and file path on the web server. The content of each file was simply randomly
generated bytes. By using soft links, we were able to save space by sharing files
of equal size. In the end, our backend server emulated 32,169 internet web sites,
contained 76,033 shared random data files, and 1,885,812 soft links representing
the set of unique URL’s found in the original proxy log files.

Step 6: Having built a shadow file system on the backend test web server, we
ran the set of sorted individual web log files through a filter to obtain all the
7 We identify user’s with client IP addresses. We are aware of the limitations of this

approach due when IP addresses are dynamically allocated using DHCP. This issue
can be resolved using DHCP server logs that tracks not only the assigned IP ad-
dresses but also the the media access control address used by the network adapter
hardware of the client.
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requests for a specific time interval (ie. 12 noon to 1pm on Thursday, August
15th, 2002). This created a set of individual web log files that represented the
behavior of each client during the specified time period.

Step 7: Finally, the traffic generator running on the client machine, would fork a
process for each of the individual web log files. Each process would read its asso-
ciated web log file and emulate the behavior of that client by creating the traffic
pattern specified in the file. The traffic generator we used was a slightly modified
version of the traffic generator described in [19], which is an improved version
of the Webstone 2.5 web traffic generator [28]. In addition to the modifications
described in [19], we modified the traffic generator to create traffic patterns from
individual web log files.

Step 8: As described in Section 3, the Fuzzy-LZ Data Miner reads the individual
sorted logs and generates access patterns.

Prefetching System Flow:
Our prefetching system is asynchronous. The prefetching occurs in two phases.
The first phase does not use the prefetching module. It corresponds to the stan-
dard proxy request loop. All client HTTP requests are intercepted by the Web
Proxy. In this first phase, this proxy attempts to serve these requests from its
cache. If a requested document is not in the cache, the request is sent to the Web
Server. Once the requested content is obtained either from the cache or from the
Web Server, it is sent back to the client. The proxy also keeps track of a list of
client IP addresses for which prefetching should be performed. After serving the
request to the client, the proxy starts the second phase. In this phase, the proxy
verifies if the IP address of this client is in the list of clients for which prefetching
should be done, in which case it notifies the Prefetch Pattern Generator by send-
ing to it the client IP address and the URL requested. At this time, the proxy
ends the processing of this request. The Prefetch Pattern Generator verifies its
list of access patterns for this user and sends the corresponding prefetching re-
quests to the Proxy Server. These requests are normal HTTP requests with a
special identifier placed in the “From” field of the HTTP request header. When
the Web Proxy receives such requests, it identifies them as prefetching requests
and passes them to a prefetching module that tries to get the requested content
from the Web Server and stores it in the cache.

4.2 Measurements and Results

In this section, we describe the results of our experiments to show that our
prefetching system yields an improved cache hit rate, lowers latency, and does
not incur significant bandwidth overheads. These results are shown via three
plots. The first plot shows the cache hit gain for 10 users spanning the entire
spectrum of learnability values. The second plot shows the latency measurements
for a “typical” user. A typical user is one whose learnability measure falls on
the mode of the distribution, i.e. around 0.75 as seen in Figure 3. The third plot
shows the prefetching overhead in terms of the number of requests per second
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Fig. 7. Cache hit rate gain as a function of learnability

for the typical user. We define the cache hit rate gain as 1 minus the ratio of the
prefetching hit rate to the pure caching hit rate. In the first plot, Figure 7, the
cache hit rate gain is plotted as a function of the learnability measure. When
users are very predictable, i.e., high learnability measures of ≥ 0.84, the cache hit
rate gain is negligible. In other words, the cache hit rate of prefetching matches
that of caching. This is expected, since predictable users tend to access the same
URLs over and over and caching is designed for these scenarios. On the other
hand, when users are very random, i.e., low learnability measures of ≤ 0.65, the
cache hit rate gain is also negligible. In this case, the lack of identifiable patterns
prevents the prefetching system from learning useful access patterns. However,
in the middle, i.e., learnability measures between 0.65 and 0.85 where we have
more than 80% of the users (see Figure 3), the cache hit rate gain is significant.
We believe that within this interval the learnability measure is high enough that
the prefetching algorithm can identify sufficient patterns such that it can achieve
a non-trivial gain. At the same time, the learnability measure is not so high that
the gain is offset by the ability of simple caching systems to benefit from highly
predictable user access behaviors.

In the remaining two plots, we track the activity of our typical user (as
described above). We performed two experiments: a baseline experiment with
only pure caching, and a prefetching experiment with prefetching turned ON.
As shown in Table 1, over the course of a one hour interval, prefetching increased
the number of cache hits for our user from 86 hits to 122 hits. The latency is
measured on the client machine.

In the second plot, Figure 8, the delay (in milliseconds) is plotted against
the elapsed time. This plot shows the details of the latency for each request in
this time period. The “+” markers indicate each request that resulted in a cache
miss during the prefetching experiment. For these requests, the page had to be
retrieved from the original server. The “×” markers indicate each request that
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Table 1. Experiment summary for a typical user with prefetching ON

Learnability 0.757
Test duration 2PM to 3PM, Aug 15 2002

Total Number of requests 196
Number of cache hits (baseline) 86

Number of cache hits (prefetching) 122
Average delay of cached content (×) 32.02 ms

Average delay of prefetched content (o) 38.11 ms
Average delay of content from the Web server (+) 1747.7 ms
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Fig. 8. Latency for each request made by the typical user

resulted in a cache hit during the baseline experiment. The “o” markers indicate
all the requests that were not served from the cache in the baseline experiment
but were served from the cache in the prefetching experiment. As expected, the
latency for those requests served from the cache is less than the latency for those
requests requiring an access to the Web Server. Note that the standard deviation
for the delay of the “+” markers (server series) is 1127.8 milliseconds while the
standard deviation of the delay of the “o” markers (prefetch series) is only 32.7
milliseconds. The standard deviation of the delay of the “×” markers (cached
series) is 31.3 milliseconds.

In the third plot, Figure 9, the number of requests per second is plotted
against the elapsed time for the prefetch, cached and server series. This plot
shows the load that is placed on the proxy server. No more than 4 additional
prefetching requests per second are served from the cache for our typical user.
The additional load on the network is also low. We measured that 467 extra
requests were made by the prefetching module in anticipation of 196 requests
made by the user. In other words, for each user requests, there was in average
2.38 prefetching requests issued by the Prefetching Module.
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5 Concluding Remarks

This paper has introduced Fuzzy-LZ, a new technique that learns the access
patterns of individual users by mining their past access histories. We have shown
that this technique predicts user access patterns in proportion to the amount of
randomness within a user’s access behavior. We have derived from complexity
measures a metric called learnability that measures the amount of randomness
within a user’s access behavior. We have measured the learnability of a large-
scale system (with 623 users) and found that most users have good learnability
(at least 80% of the users have a learnability measure between 0.65 and 0.85 on
a scale of 0 to 1). We have implemented and deployed the Fuzzy-LZ learning
technique as the predictor within a web content prefetching system. We have
seen that the learnability of a user correlates with the overall cache hit rate
obtained within the system.

Our conclusion of the gain of Fuzzy-LZ based prefetching over conventional
caching can be described in three cases. First, when the access behavior of users
is very predictable, the cache hit rate of prefetching matches that of caching. This
is not surprising, since predictable users tend to access the same content over
and over and caching is designed for this case. Second, when the access behavior
of users is very random, the cache hit rate of prefetching also matches that of
caching. In this case, the lack of identifiable patterns prevents the prefetching
system from learning useful access patterns. Third, when the access behavior of
users is neither very predictable nor random, the cache hit rate of prefetching
exceeds that of caching by up to 41.5 % with an overhead of only 2.4 prefetched
pages per user request for a typical user. Fortunately, the large majority of users
in our workload fall within this category.

There are several avenues for future work. First, we plan to perform further
evaluations with additional workloads as well as various cache sizes. Second, we
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believe that we can easily apply the Fuzzy-LZ technique to dynamic content.
For example, we can extract general descriptions of the learned clusters and use
these descriptions to pre-subscribe users to dynamic content. Finally, we plan to
explore the applicability of this technique in pervasive computing environments.
Within these environments, user mobility will mean that content cached in one
location may not be accessed from the same location, and the increasing hetero-
geneity of access devices means that content formatted for one device may not
be suitable for access by other devices.
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